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Introduction

Domain decomposition methods are a valuable approach when solving partial differential
equation (PDE) problems on parallel computers. In this paper, we focus our attention onto
parallelization strategies for these numerical methods when dealing with irregular applica-
tions, more specifically when adaptive refinement techniques [Ver96] are applied to PDE
problems involving unstructured meshes. A parallel object-oriented framework called AH-
PIK [CCP00] has been developed to cope with such irregular behaviors of simulations relying
on domain decomposition. It provides general abstractions that are suitable for solving PDE
problems on distributed memory machines using finite difference or adaptive finite element
discretizations, along with overlapping or nonoverlapping, synchronous or asynchronous do-
main decomposition methods. One of the main features of AHPIK is the use of multithreading
techniques on distributed memory machines (thus scalable) together with a message passing
library (MPI). This offers a degree of freedom for traditional parallel solvers, where subdo-
main computations are scheduled in the context of heavyweight processes which are assigned
to a given processor once for all. The use of multiple threads leads to programs that are flexible
in terms of data exchange, facilitating a task scheduling with potential for masking commu-
nication overhead. Moreover the object-oriented techniques used in AHPIK make reusability,
flexibility and expressiveness of source code easy.

Our goal in this paper is to show the efficiency of AHPIK concepts by comparing an AHPIK

implementation with an original MPI code which solves an unsteady incompressible Navier-
Stokes problem. The impact of our parallel strategy is investigated in two situations : we first
consider a well-balanced distribution of the subdomains, then we induce an irregular parallel
behavior by adding adaptive mesh refinement to the original code. This paper is organized
in three sections: in the first one, domain decomposition methods and adaptivity techniques
are discussed from a parallelism point of view. The second section presents the multithreaded
framework AHPIK, while the third one provides performance results and analysis after a brief
introduction to our trial application.
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Mathematical Methods

Domain decomposition methods (DD)

AHPIK can be used for a large variety of domain decomposition methods. In this paper, we
describe its basic design ideas for the resolution of the Laplace equation by a dual Schur
complement method.

In a bounded two-dimensional polygonal domain
�

, we consider the Laplace problem (1):
Find ��������
	 ��� such that ���� � � � in

���� � � on ��� (1)

We denote by � the boundary of the domain and � is assumed to be square integrable. In
the sequel, functions are supposed to belong to well chosen spaces, that is, the PDE problems
have a unique solution.

Let choose a nonoverlapping domain decomposition � �������! �!"$#$#$" % of
�
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We denote by � � and A �). the boundaries of
�B�

that are respectively included in � and inter-
faces with other subdomains (
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A PDE problem is then defined on each subdomain and boundary conditions are prescribed
on A �). 	6	43 �:54� �M��7 � �D� �69I�=<>� 3M?� 5F�

to satisfy continuity constraints. A Lagrange multiplier
(4) allows to write the variational formulation of the local PDE problem as:
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Problem (4) may be solved using Uzawa’s method. Let � � be the restrictions of function � to
domains

�B�
, g � be the outer normals to

�B�
and h � �). 	@	F3 �65F� ����7 � �8� �:9;�><(� be initial data. The

knowledge of hWi�). at iterate j allows to compute �
i� and h i\k ��). as solutions of (5) and (6):
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The trace operator appearing in (6) is defined with respect to the domain decomposition
method. The previous description then applies to both the dual Schur method when the global
mesh is conform and the mortar method [BMP94] when meshes differ from one side of the
interface to the other.

This iterative process may be seen as a composition of computational tasks
� UTV ( 3 ���7 � �8� �:9;� ) that solve local PDE problems (5) in domains

� �
and computational tasks

� ` V@a( 	43 �:54� ����7 � �D� �69I��� 3f?� 5
) that update the Lagrange multiplier (6) corresponding to interfacesA �). . The decomposition of DD algorithms into separate tasks is generic. It is already coded in

AHPIK for the Schwarz overlapping method [Sch90][Lio88] (note that interface computations
� ` V@a are empty in this case), the Schur and dual Schur complement methods and the mortar
method. This approach is clearly extensible to the Dirichlet-Neumann method [MQ89]. This
also applies when coding asynchronous algorithm (see for example [BT89]).

Adaptation of the discrete space

Standard a priori error estimates are sufficient to choose a discrete space convenient with
respect to a desired accuracy. Nevertheless, in some cases, solutions may contain singularities,
for which a priori estimates induce the refinement of all the domain for computing accurate
solutions. Adaptivity is an alternate solution. It basically consists in an iterative method that
computes local a posteriori estimates [Ver96] related to the solution at an iteration. They
indicate the part of the mesh that need to be refined, thus allowing to compute a more accurate
solution at a lower cost than if global refinement was used.

When solving a PDE problem in parallel via domain decomposition methods, the use of
adaptive mesh refinement techniques leads to load imbalances among cooperating proces-
sors. The result is an important loss of efficiency since processors solving local PDE problem
on coarse meshes may be idle, waiting for processors working on refined meshes. This is
all the more true as soon as the chosen domain decomposition method is implemented with
synchronous process. An interesting way to cope with this problem consists in assigning sev-
eral subdomains to each processor, and let the computations be scheduled upon availability
of the data they depend on. Doing so, idle times due to communications may be masked
with computations. This approach can be coupled with load balancing strategies which al-
low to perform a new repartition of the subdomains over the processors. One can eventually
“move” subdomains from one processor to another during the simulation if needed. As the
management of such dynamic parallel behavior is usually cheaper with lightweight processes
(threads) than with classical operating system processes, we propose to use the first ones. For
a thorough discussion on the advantages of using threads for parallel irregular applications
see, for example, [Chr96] and [BT98].

Overview of AHPIK

The AHPIK framework is basically composed of C++ classes that provide abstractions for
developing PDE solvers based on domain decomposition methods. Two key abstractions in
AHPIK are internal tasks and interface tasks. Internal tasks perform local computations, i.e.,
computations that require only local data within a subdomain. Tasks

� UWV identified in the
previous section are examples of internal tasks: they solve local PDE problems, what usually
needs solving the sparse linear equation system associated to each subdomain. Interface tasks,
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on the other hand, carry out computations or updates over interface degrees of freedom. They
require data from neighboring subdomains, as well as results of local computations performed
by internal tasks. Tasks

� ` V@a identified in the previous section are examples of interface tasks.
Most domain decomposition methods can be described as an iterative process composed by
interactions between these two types of tasks. The methods differ in terms of actual operations
performed by internal and interface tasks and in the manner these tasks communicate and
synchronize their execution.

Based on these ideas, AHPIK programming interface offers C++ classes which encap-
sulate various communication and synchronization patterns for internal and interface tasks.
This includes synchronous and asynchronous algorithms, combined with different conver-
gence control mechanisms. Writing a new domain decomposition solver then involves “fill-
ing in” the internal and interface tasks with computations, as well as specifying interface data
objects that must be exchanged between processors solving neighboring subdomains. Actual
communications are thus hidden from the user. Such high-level approach is achieved through
object-oriented programming, which is employed in AHPIK as a means of providing strong
separation between programming interface and parallel, multithreaded implementation.

Internally in AHPIK, each task is performed by a specialized thread. Additional sender/receiver
threads are employed to carry out communication of boundary data needed for solving each
interface problem. Threads are scheduled by the operating system upon availability of data.
When a subdomain has more than one interface, interface computations can be performed in
parallel by different threads as soon as their input data are available. Several subdomains can
be assigned to each processor by multiplexing the set of threads performing internal and inter-
face tasks. One can also solve uncoupled problems in parallel over the same subdomain. This
is particularly interesting to efficiently exploit symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) architectures
that are widely available nowadays. On such platforms, the different threads composing a par-
allel program can run simultaneously on different processors. Without multithreading, solving
different problems at the same time over the same subdomain usually implies replicating some
data. Multithreading techniques are currently used by other frameworks addressing the de-
velopment of parallel PDE solvers, for example in [RHC k 96] and [BBD k 98]. Among these,
AHPIK is distinguishable by combining multithreading with message-passing on distributed
memory machines, and by being specially targeted to domain decomposition methods. The
reader will find in [Cha01] a detailed description of the AHPIK framework as well as the basic
ideas that have oriented its design and implementation.

Numerical Experiments

Our trial simulation model is a nonstationary incompressible flow around a cylinder with a
circular cross section at Reynolds number

��� � 7 �^� . This case corresponds to the 2D case
of Schäfer and Turek’s benchmark [ST96]. The flow is governed by the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions. The problem is solved using a parallel projection scheme based on mortar decomposi-
tion method, and a conjugate gradient method is used to solve the interface problem. Details
are given in [Abd98].

The domain is divided into
9 ����� nonoverlapping subdomains. A regular � � -iso- � <	� � �

mixed finite element triangulation is defined on each subdomain. One notices that we do not
require the grids of each subdomain to match; the weak continuity through the subdomain
interfaces is enforced by mortar functions. One of the particular points of this application
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is that viscosity and incompressibility of the fluid are treated within two separate steps, and
components of the velocity field can be computed in parallel.

Our first experiment consists in comparing the original implementation with AHPIK im-
plementation in a case where the workload is well distributed over the subdomains. Such
comparison is carried out over two different platforms : a PC cluster composed of unipro-
cessor nodes, and a SMP PC cluster comprising 2-processor nodes. Both clusters are homo-
geneous, but we notice that processors in the SMP PC cluster have higher clock speeds than
the cluster of uniprocessor PCs. We use 22 nodes for each parallel execution and most nodes
have 4 subdomains to solve. Figure 1 shows the duration of one iteration for both MPI-based
original code and AHPIK implementation.

Figure 1: Results for a well-balanced distribution of the subdomains.

We see that the AHPIK version slightly decrease the performance as compared to the
original implementation on uniprocessor. This can be explained by the good workload dis-
tribution that characterize this experiment. Indeed, when processor utilisation rate is high,
using threads introduce overhead. In a multi-processor node, the AHPIK version produces
better performance than the original implementation for identical execution parameters. We
see that AHPIK implementation mixing threads and message passing automatically adapts to
the multi-processor machine, while the original code keeps using only one processor.

Our second experiment consists in adding adaptive mesh refinement to either MPI-based
original application and the AHPIK application. This introduces load imbalances as the num-
ber of degrees of freedom vary from one processor to another during the time iterative exe-
cution. To simplify implementation, we always refine a whole subdomain, thus we achieve
the final mesh configuration within few adaptations. Figure 2 show results obtained when
running the adaptive codes on each PC cluster platform. While results on the SMP cluster re-
produce the behavior observed in the first experiment, results on the PC cluster composed of
uniprocessor nodes show that, as long as the workload is unbalanced, the AHPIK implemen-
tation can reach or slightly surpass the performance of the MPI-based adaptive code. One can
notice that this experiment reproduces a worst case situation as subdomain computations are
coarse-grain and the interface solution scheme requires frequent global synchronizations. We
expect better performance of the multithreaded version if synchronisation could be relaxed.
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Figure 2: Results for the adaptive case.

1 Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced an object-oriented framework which uses multithreading
combined with message-passing as a parallel implementation strategy for domain decompo-
sition methods. The object-oriented approach provides general abstractions that are suitable
for a variety of domain decomposition methods, including overlapping and nonoverlapping,
synchronous and asynchronous methods. Such abstractions compose a programming inter-
face where communication and synchronization details do not need to be hand-coded as in
MPI-based applications.

We have investigated the performance of AHPIK compared to MPI-only domain decompo-
sition implementation for an unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes problem. Results show
that multithreading associated to message-passing introduces more flexibility in parallel PDE
solvers relying on domain decomposition, as subdomain computations are dynamically sched-
uled upon availability of data, and the resulting codes automatically adapt to different parallel
architectures. This approach offers a potential for overlapping communication with com-
putations when dealing with irregular applications, however the benefits of such technique
are limited by the globally synchronous behavior of some numerical methods. In this sense,
one of the important contributions of AHPIK rely on its support to multiple synchronization
schemes that can be easily manipulated in the parallel code. This allows for an easy experi-
mental evaluation of different numerical algorithms with different synchronization behaviors
for solving a given problem.

These considerations lead us to conclude that the AHPIK approach offers a good com-
promise between performance and flexibility for implementing parallel PDE solvers based
on domain decomposition. In a near future, we plan to use multithreading combined with
message-passing to implement and evaluate dynamic load balancing strategies for adaptive
PDE computations.
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